I GO TRAVEL
Authentic | Slow | Living

I GO TRAVEL agrees with the thought of the great soprano Leontyne Price, recognizing
that true luxury is taking the time to do what you really want, desire, yearn to
do. According to us, the journey is not just getting away from the usual routine, to
devote himself to something different. According to us, the journey is the time during
which a person invests in the most important asset: his time. Reading a book, enjoying
the delights of the area, visiting a museum, going shopping or immerse yourself in the
local culture and learning the ways and customs of the locals. In other words, living the
trip, enjoying every single moment, appreciating the value of authenticity and the
luxury of being able to have a good time in a unique, personal, exciting
way "AUTHENTIC SLOW LIVING" as we like to say. Everybody loves traveling, learning,
exploring, testing something different. And we all have the right to imagine the
journey as we like, ad hoc, according to our tastes and our interests. And to make it
happen we'll think about it”. Roberta - Manuel - Alessandro

WHO WE ARE
Italy | Travel | Specialist
I GO TRAVEL is a family-run tour operator based in Italy. We value authentic slow
living; we believe travel isn’t merely about seeing a place, but rather about exploring,
learning, and living another life for the duration of a traveler’s journey. We serve a B2B
market as a local partner for travel agencies abroad hoping to offer their FITs and small
groups an unforgettable Italy vacation. Whether your clients are looking to taste their
way through Italy’s gastronomical history, learn authentic cooking techniques honed by
centuries of tradition, or indulge in a wine tasting in a generations-old cellar, I Go
Travel experiences are highly customizable to their tastes and needs. But our priority is
always to take travelers off the beaten path, far from the checklists and Instagram
photo opps of Rome and Venice. In each of our tour packages, we will travel the
forgotten corners, discover local favorites, and see the authentic Italian way of life—
whether we are in the city, in the country, or in the middle of a multi-day trek through
the Aosta Valley. Our travel experiences recall the nature of authenticity, the art of
slow living, and the beauty of tradition in one of the most awe-inspiring and historic
corners of the world.

ROBERTA: I have always
loved reading, imaging I was
the depicted character, living
their lives, adventuring into
their journeys. Today I help
create those journeys that
are able to move and amaze
you like the pages of a
fascinating tale.

MANUEL: Since I was a child
I have discovered places and
traditions through the
keyboards
on
my
pianoforte. Today those
same melodies guide me in
the composition of
experiences mixing art,
culture and flavors.

ALESSANDRO: as a young
child I would enter travel
agent’s offices with the hope
that one day I could be part
of the dream of the journeys
offered in their catalogues.
As an adult I have decided to
create those dreams in flavor
of people like me who have
always desired to live them.

WHAT WE DO
Leisure Trips & Sport
BEST ITALY TOURS: A collection of tours and itineraries
dedicated to first time visitors and travelers that return to
Italy to deep into the culture and beauty of classic Italian
destinations and/or off the beaten track places of the Bel
Paese.

.
LA ROUTE DU BON VIVEUR: There is nothing better than
tasting your way through Italy country for your quick
couples’ getaway! We’ve created indulgent tours for
discerning travelers through iconic Italian destinations.
You’ll have a balance of immersive tours led by our expert
private guides and free time to discover your own hidden
treasures... with a luxury touch.

SILENT ITALY: Slow down - Take a walk - Enjoy nature Immerse yourself.
Forget busy cities, crowded tourist destinations, and canned
tutorials marketed as “immersion workshops.” With I Go
Travel’s “Silent Italy” tours, you will engage wholeheartedly
with your surroundings and your fellow travelers as we
immerse ourselves in the hidden treasures, bustling street
corners, and relaxed countryside of Italy.
SPORT: Passion - Training - Performance. Our Sport division
is dedicated to those clients interested in traveling to Italy
for specific training sessions (eg.triathlon), competitions, or
to discover the Bel Paese by mixing sport, nature, local
culture and gastronomy. Cycling, swimming, running and
much more waits you in Italy!
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